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Quadratic residuacity properties of real quadratic units are studied. 
In a recent article [2] Brandler makes the following assertion. 
CONJECTURE. Let m E 1 (mod 8) be a positive rational prime, m # 17, 
73, 97, and 193, and let E, denote the fundamental unit of the real quadratic 
field Q(m112). Let p be an odd prime satisfVing (- l/p) = 1 = (m/p) and let 
p and $i denote prime ideal divisors of p in Q(m112) and Q((-m1J2), respec- 
tively. Then [E&I] = 1 (in Q(m1J2)) if and only if 9” is a principal ideal in 
QK-W2>. 
We shall show that this conjecture is false, but first the correct result 
will be stated and proved. 
THEOREM. Zf h denotes the 2-class number of Q((-m)l/3 and 1= h/4, 
then the quadratic character [~,/p] = 1 if and onIy if@” belongs to an ideal 
class of odd order in Q((-m)l/3. 
First we need a lemma and some additional notation. Let K denote the 
Hilbert 2-class field of Q((-m)1/2), i.e., the maximal abelian unramitied 
extension of Q((-m)1/2) of degree a power of 2 (this degree is actually h). 
Also set k = Q((m)1/2, (-m)l12) and L = k((r,)li2). Furthermore we may 
replace cllL with E = E, or E,~ to insure that E = a + bm1i2, where a, b E 2. 
LEMMA. Both k and L are subfields of K. 
Proof. Since m = 1 (mod 8) no prime of Q((-m)lj2) can ramify in k. 
Thus k is a subfield of K. Since L is a normal extension of Q((-m)lj2) of 
degree 4 it is necessarily abelian. It remains to be seen that L is an un- 
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ramified extension of k. Let Z denote the conjugate of B and set (Y = 
e1j2 + C1j2. Since the norm of e is EE = -1 we have 
a2 = 2(a f 4.) = (1 - ;)“(&l + ai). 
Replacing (II with c1/2 - Z1j2 if necessary we may assume the sign of +I is 
positive. 
Setting /3 = a/(1 - ;) it is seen that 
p” = 1 + ai. 
Now 
-l= EZ = a2 - b2m 
and m = 1 (mod 8) so a = 0 (mod 4). Thus y = (1 + /3)/2 is an algebraic 
integer and { 1, r} form a field basis for Q(;, a) over Q(i). Since the relative 
discriminant of this basis is 
/32=1+ai-1 (mod 41, 
the prime divisor (1 - ;) of (2) in Q(i) does not ramify in Q(;, 01). Further- 
more (1 - ;) does not ramify in k so it does not ramify in the compositum, 
L, of k and Q(;, CX). Thus no prime divisor of (2) in k can ramify in L. 
Since L = k(#), where E is a unit, no other primes of k can ramify in L. 
Thus L is an unramified extension of k and hence of Q((-m)lj2). Therefore 
L is a subfield of K. 
We are now in a position to prove the theorem. The notation will be 
simplified if we set k, = Q((-m)1’2). 
Proof of Theorem. Since (-l/p) = 1 both the primes p and 13 split 
into two distinct prime ideals in k. The same is true for p in Q(m1i2, d/2) if 
and only if [E,,&] = [e/p] = 1. Thus [e/p] = 1 if and only if p splits into 
four distinct prime ideals in L. If !$3 denotes a prime ideal divisor of p in k, 
then the latter condition is equivalent to the condition that ‘$3 splits into 
two distinct prime ideals in L, which in turn is equivalent to the condition 
that @ split into four distinct prime ideals of L. The last statement is 
equivalent to 
NUWEi) = 1 (1) 
(where the term on the left is the Artin Symbol). 
So far we have shown [E/P] = 1 if and only if Eq. (1) holds. 
Since m is a prime the 2-ideal class group and hence the Galois group G 
of K over k, is cyclic. If u generates G then u has order h and [u4] (the 
group generated by u”) fixes the field L. Also the restriction map of the 
Artin Symbol holds: 
(q$ = (F). 
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Thus Eq. (1) holds exactly when 
w/k3)/~) E PI. (2) 
It follows via the Artin Reciprocity Theorem (see [3, p. 1641 or [4, p. 1991) 
that relation (2) holds if and only if 9” belongs to an ideal class of odd 
order in k, . Thus the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY I. Brandler’s conjecture is false. 
Proof. By the Tchebotarev Density Theorem (see [3, p. 1821 or 
[4, p. 1691) there exist infinitely many primes fi of k, with 
wwci) = CT4 (3) 
and where 6 is of degree 1 and unramified over Q. Thus fi splits into two 
distinct prime ideals ink and settingp = i; n Q we see (m/p) = (-l/p) = 1. 
Here the Artin Reciprocity Theorem shows that $P and no smaller power 
has odd order. By our theorem, [E&J] = 1. However, if I > 4 or equiva- 
lently h > 16 then ii4 is not principal. From [I] this occurs for m = 521, 
569, 809, 857,953, 1217, and 1249. Also these are the only such values 
with m -=c 2000. To see the converse is also false take h = 8 (this occurs for 
many values of m, the smallest being m = 41). In this case our Theorem 
says that t;” has odd order if and only if [E&-P] = 1. If we replace d’ with 
02 in Eq. (3) we can obtain infinitely many primes @ and p satisfying 
(m/p) = (-l/p) = 1 and fi4, but not e2, has odd order. In particular 
m = 41 and p = 73 satisfy these conditions. 
If h’ denotes the class number of k, and 1’ = h’/4, then the above 
Theorem can be restated as 
COROLLARY II. The quadratic character [E/P] = 1 if and only if@“’ is a 
principal ideal in k, . 
Proof. By the Theorem, [e/p] = 1 if and only if fi” belong to an ideal 
class of odd order in kO . But the latter condition is equivalent to the 
statement that +Y’ is a principal ideal of k, . 
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